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From the Editor's Desk
BY LINDA

M.

PAVONETTI
Poems come from incomplete knowledge.
From the sense of seeing
an unfinished steel bridge
that you'd like to walk across ...
"With Words" by Diane Wakoski

teachers, we recognize and revere beginnings and endings. Our lives seem to ebb and flow with them:
academic years and semesters, new colleagues arriving, old colleagues retiring, new administrators
and new ideas replacing familiar techniques and faces. The first day is always exciting and fresh; the
last is frequently bittersweet. Some years the "end" is welcome: everything that will be accomplished
is done. But other years and classes and students leave us staring at "an unfinished steel bridge." Always,
things change; sometimes there is laughter, sometimes there are tears.

A

In April 2002 Bill Devers, president-elect of the
Michigan Reading Association, asked a colleague
if he knew someone who would be interested in
editing the Michigan Reading Journal for 3 years.
One thing followed another and before I knew it, I
was a member of a new editorial triumvirate-with
modest experience and only 6 weeks to assemble
and publish the 2002 Summer issue of the MRJ.
We pulled it off-not our best issue, but a valiant
effort-volume 34, number 4.
When we began our journey, we resembled
Wakoski's poem: we saw an unfinished bridge-and
wanted to walk across it. We set editorial goals for
our tenure: spotlight classroom-based research,
include teaching ideas and strategies, expand book
reviews to include young adult books, and initiate
a professional books column. Since we established
our editorial mission on complementary areas of
expertise-reading, writing, and literature-we
envisioned three themed issues per year with one
general issue during the summer.
During our term as editors, there were some
changes and many challenges. The board moved
to three issues per year after our second summer
effort. At times, constructing a themed journal
seemed like walking across an unfinished steel
bridge ... we couldn't quite make it to the end.
It was difficult to attract enough articles so we
adjusted our vision and opened each loosely themed
issue to include articles that did not fit neatly into
any specific niche. We had other goals that were
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never fulfilled: more information from state-wide
ISDs and the state department of education-but
that proved easier said than done.
This is our final issue: Mary Jo Finney and Pat
Gallant from the University of Michigan-Flint will
take over in the fall. My co-editors for 2 years,
Jennifer Berne and Kathleen Clark, have moved
to Illinois and Wisconsin, taking new jobs at other
universities. When they left, some of the bridges
we were building-some of the poems we hoped to
write-were incomplete. Vera Milz also retired as
long-time editor of the Bookpourri column.
But we also began new bridges: Bookpourri
became my own Window Seat column and we have
expanded the book columns to include one on Young
Adult reading-Book Ends-written by Ed Spicer
for the past several years. Additionally, Mary Jo
and Pat took up the challenge and began the Professional Books column. We hope you consider these to
be improvements. There have been small changes
as well: poetry from time to time and some format
changes in the journal's appearance. Two artists are
to thank for these enhancements: Greg Goldsmith
who does all the layout work and corrects my editorial errors, and Matt Pavonetti (yes, my son) who
has created our covers out of the goodness of his
heart. Kudos to both Greg and Matt.
This issue-Volume 37, number 3-is packed with
ideas. I hope your summer revitalizes your spirit,
and I hope you'll take time to reflect on the articles
and opinions these Michigan and Maryland authors
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offer. I will be in Germany next fall-on sabbatical
at the International Youth Library in Munich-but
I will be thinking of Michigan. We don't always
accomplish all that we hope for, and some of our
bridges are never complete. Good luck to you as you
finish one bridge-and begin another.
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Forgive me then,
if the poems I write
are about the fragments,
the broken bridges,
and unlit fences
in my life.
"With Words" by Diane Wakoski
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